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HOLD 

Cuba is home to 12 million people. Just 

two of them are observant Jews. But Yacob 

and Sarah Berezniak devotedly serve the 

small congregation of the historic Adath 

Israel shul, hoping to breathe new life into 

a community diminished by the combined 

forces of Communism and assimilation. On 

their visit to the Berezniaks, Mishpacha’s 

Ari and Ari duo took in a mélange of sights, 

sounds, and experiences — from candy-

throwing to aging cars to an unexpectedly 

adventurous quest for Cuban cholent

Ari & Ari Visit the  
Jewish Community of Cuba

In 
Havana

Faded glory.  
Signs of grandeur 
are still apparent 
in modern-day 
Havana, though the 
Jewish community 
has dwindled and 
weakened after 
years of Communism 
and assimilation
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The Assimilation Ultimatum 

shochet baal korei

By Ari Greenspan and 
Ari Z. Zivotofsky, Havana
photos: Reuters, Ari Greenspan and  
Ari Z. Zivotofsky, Dr. Andy Hurwitz

Twelve Million People and 
Two Frum Jews 

shochet

H
av

an
a By age fourteen, young 

Yacob was the chazzan 

for every Minchah and 

Maariv. By sixteen, he 

was the shul treasurer. 

A year later, his father 

died, and the community 

was left in his hands

A communist time warp. Cars from the 
1950s still dot Havana’s landscape

They still remember the glory days. A 
group of Adath Israel’s older congregants

Some of the trinkets 
handcrafted by the 
women’s auxiliary to 
bring in extra funds

Holding on to tradition. 
Following Shacharis in Cuba’s 
only observant shul, Rabbi 
Dr. Ari Zivotofsky, Dr. Ethan 
Schuman, Yacob Berezniak 
and Dr. Ari Greenspan  
(left to right) pose 
for the camera
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taharas 
hamishpachah

mikveh

frum 

shochet

shechitah

shechitah 

mohel

shechitah 

kiddushin

A Shul Filled with Locks 

shochet mohel

techeiles Tehillas Hashem 

Pirkei Avos

shechitah

sifrei Torah

Each new arrival  

encountered that shock 

that comes upon entering a 

Third-World-like country

You would have thought 

they were made of gold; one 

congregant handed them to 

us at the start of each  

and locked them away 

immediately after davening

History comes to life. Ari and Ari discover a 90-year-old shul above a recently 
remodeled gymnasium. The verse above the entrance is clear proof of its identity

Dr. Ari Greenspan smoothing 
Yacob’s grandfather’s shechita 
knife before embarking on a 
quest for Cuban cholent

Ari G (left), Yacob (center), 
Dr. Schuman (right) in 
the verdant rainforest 

of the Cuban island
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sefer Torah

arba minim A Communist Time Warp 

really
basar kasher

shochtim

shechitah

During our stay in Cuba, we observed several unusual customs. During davening, 
several sections were read aloud by one person in Spanish. These included B’rich 
Shmeih, as well as Hashkiveinu. They also sing Ashrei and the first paragraph of 
Shema aloud.

The congregation has a few old sifrei Torah, one of which is known to be kosher 
because Yacob brought it to Panama to have it checked. At the first Torah reading 
we attended, the man we came to know as “the ArtScroll guardian” took pesichah. 
We later learned that he is the designated pesichah man, and performs it every time. 
As the Torah was then marched around, several of the women started throwing 
candies from the ezras nashim. Cuban Jews don’t seem to need an aufruf to bring 
out the candy; their custom is to throw hard candies every time the Torah is removed 
from the aron kodesh. The candy makes a terrible racket, but we felt real pain when 
we saw a bunch of the old, poor men scurrying around trying to pocket whatever 
candy they could get, something we would expect to see kids doing in most of our 
communities. 

When we say that Cuba is 

poor, we mean really poor. 

Strict socialism has reigned 

since the early 1960s

Minhagim
Cuban

Ravaged by the revolution. Disrepair and neglect abound in Havana
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shechitah Shulchan Aruch 

Glasnost perestroika

Mishpacha

The Shul and the Gymnasium 

The history of Jews in Cuba begins with Columbus’s discovery of the island 
in 1492. Several Jews came with him on his first voyage, including Luis de Torres, 
whom he sent into the island’s interior to ascertain its character. De Torres stayed 
behind with a small garrison when Columbus returned to Spain. Upon returning 
to Cuba on his second voyage, Columbus found that his entire group had been 
wiped out by the Indians, but was told of one man who had preached to the 
Indians not to accept the false religion of Catholicism. 

By the seventeenth century, the Inquisition was raging in Cuba, brutally 
uncovering hidden Jews, killing them, and confiscating their possessions. The 
Inquisition continued well into the eighteenth century, although by this time 
Jews from European countries had developed business connections to Cuba. 

Despite these connections and the end of the Inquisition in the early nineteenth 
century, a Jewish community of significance did not develop in Cuba until 1898, 
primarily because of the dominance of the Roman Catholic Church. Thus, until 
the Spanish-American War, there were probably fewer than 500 Cuban Jews, 
mostly of Spanish origin, who were engaged in trade. 

After the war, conditions changed and a large number of American Jews 
in the US Army who served in Cuba stayed. Other American Jews followed 
their example, and by the very early twentieth century there were over 1,000 
Jewish residents in Cuba. In 1904 they established the Reform United Hebrew 
Congregations, which collapsed several years ago. 

Then the influx started. During and after World War I, thousands of Sephardim, 
fleeing from an uncertain situation in Turkey, found their way to Cuba, followed 
in the 1930s and ’40s by Ashkenazim fleeing the European nightmare. In 1935 
there was a thriving community of about 25,000 Jews, which diminished to 
about 15,000 by 1952 as some of the European refugees made their way to 
the US.

One of Havana’s rabbis was Jehuda Melber, a native of Germany who 
received his smichah at Poland’s world-famous Chachmei Lublin yeshiva. But 
the good times did not last. About 95% of the Jews were lucky enough to 
escape within a short time of the 1959 Communist revolution, and were able 
to reestablish their lives in the US, Mexico, Venezuela, Costa Rica, Panama, or 
Israel. Today only a small number remains. 

Much about a community can be learned in the local cemeteries. There are 
two in Havana, both under Yacob’s control, and Adath has recently renovated 
parts of them. We visited both, the older Sephardic one and the nearby Ashkenazic 
beis olam. Both date to the early twentieth century; it is not known where the 
earlier Cuban Jews were buried. 

Through the ages
Cuban jewry

The entrance to the Island’s 
Ashkenazic cemetery. Cuba is also 

home to a Sephardic cemetery

“What a chad gadya!” 
The team tries to free 
the shul van from the 
mud-soaked road
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loco
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bedikas 
chometz

Ki beisi beis 

schach 

The Cholent of a Lifetime 

schechts
kasher

shechitah

shecht

gid 
hanasheh

Mishpacha

shechitah 

chad gadya

Shabbos in Havana 

parshah Vayishlach

Bereishis

chizuk 

niggun or 
chalish

Shulchan Aruch 
hilchos shechitah

hilchos melichah kasher

chevra kadisha

The Jewish community of Cuba is very 
glad to have visitors from Israel or the US. 
Visitors can contact Yacob at adath@enet.cu.

Havana

Considering he never 

spent a day of his 

life in yeshivah, his 

sermon was masterful

A study in contrasts. Signs of Cuban pride coexist with dysfunction and poverty

For the first time in his life, shul 
member Roberto lays tefillin in an 
emotional “bar Mitzvah ceremony” 
facilitated by Dr. Schuman
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